At \( s = 0 \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Let } \text{num} &= 19181192279248168592001409 + 129212072258627688940499 + 265145547059938685522470805 + 1756845472736577438562334363 \quad \text{\( i \)}
\text{Let } \text{denom} &= 5001092316985289572148292 + 15381882928657826982244 + 50630140858082021744 + 358272022115296967 \quad \text{\( i \)}
\end{align*}
\]

At \( s = 10 \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Let } \text{num} &= 18521381214522374745241767889 + 8655354085039726368881160611898 + 16703405043280582010419781885 + 1698500002768750455263528636 \quad \text{\( i \)}
\text{Let } \text{denom} &= 75571333607508140429014066082032031 + 93134730975894664410642 + 13993013868085916364644 + 13111040512889100464 + 358272022115296967 \quad \text{\( i \)}
\end{align*}
\]